
Take Me Out to the Ballgame

Write your answers on notebook paper. 
Show your work.

 1. Karen is a high school student doing a statistics 
project. She was interested in estimating how 
much money people typically spend on admission, 
food, drinks, and souvenirs when attending a local 
minor league baseball game. At one game she 
attended, she randomly selected 10 people in the 
audience and then asked them how much money 
they had spent. The responses are below. 

  $8.00 $10.25 $10.00 $9.50 $10.00

  $10.25 $10.25 $12.75 $11.00 $11.25
 a. Make a dot plot of these data.
 b. These data are somewhat dense in the middle 

and sparser on the tails. Karen thought it 
would be reasonable to model the data as a 
normal distribution. She used the mean and 
standard deviation of her sample to estimate 
the mean and standard deviation of the 
amount of money spent by everyone at the 
ballgame that night. Based on her model, 
estimate the proportion of people attending 
the ballgame who spent between $10 and $12.

 c. Again using Karen’s model, estimate the 
amount of money that would complete this 
sentence: “95% of the people at the ballgame 
spent at least  dollars.”

 2. When students in Marty’s statistics class were 
asked to collect some data of interest to them, 
Marty, a player on his school’s baseball team, 
decided to measure the speeds of baseballs 
pitched by their school’s pitching machine. Using 
a radar gun, he measured 20 pitches. The stem-
and-leaf plot below shows the speeds he 
recorded, in miles per hour.

5  1 1 3

4  6 6 8 9 9 9

4  1 2 3 3 3 4 4 4

3  6 7 9

3  6 = 36 mph

 a. Determine the mean and standard deviation 
of these 20 speeds.

 b. Assuming that the distribution of speeds 
pitched by this machine is approximately 
normal, estimate how many pitches out of 
100 you would expect to exceed 50 mph.

 c. Assuming that the pitches from this machine 
are normally distributed, estimate the speed 
that would be at the 10th percentile of speeds 
pitched by this machine. What does the 10th 
percentile imply?

 3. The annual salaries of nine randomly sampled 
professional baseball players, in thousands of 
dollars, are listed below.

 1680, 316, 440, 316, 800, 347, 600, 16000, 445

 a. If you assume that these come from a normal 
distribution, what proportion of all players 
would you expect to make over two million 
dollars (2000 thousands) per year?

 b. What proportion of the nine players whose 
salaries are given have salaries over two 
million dollars per year?

 c. You should have found that there is a pretty big 
discrepancy between your answers to Items 3a 
and 3b. Use what you know about normal 
distributions to explain this discrepancy.

 d. Sketch a drawing of a normal distribution with 
the mean and standard deviation of these nine 
salaries. Comment on any features it has that 
may seem unrealistic.

 4. Why is it important to look at a graphical display 
of a data set before performing probability 
computations that involve a z-table or a normal 
function on a calculator?

 5. Performing normal computations directly on a 
calculator can be faster than using a z-table, but 
one potentially useful piece of information gets 
bypassed. What is it?

 6. If you are using your calculator’s built-in normal 
functions to answer questions without using the 
Standard Normal Table, sometimes you have to 
make up an upper or lower bound that wasn’t 
stated in the question. When and why is that 
needed?
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ACTIVITY 36 Continued

ACTIVITY PRACTICE

1. a. 

8 9 10 11 13

Money Spent at Ballgame

12

 b. ! e mean and standard deviation 

of the data are, respectively, $10.33 

and $1.23. Using a normal model 

with those values for the mean and 

standard deviation gives us this 

picture of the distribution:

14121086

Money Spent at Ballgame

 ! e z-scores for $10 and $12 are, 

respectively, 
( . )

.
.

10 10 33
1 23

0 27
−

=−  

and 
( . )

.
.

12 10 33
1 23

1 34
−

= , which 

imply that the proportion of 

distribution between those values 

is about 0.9099 − 0.3934 = 0.5165 

(or normalcdf (10, 12, 10.33, 1.23) 

= 0.5185). Using the normal 

distribution model, we would 

estimate that about half the people 

at the game spent between $10 

and $12.

  c. $8.31

2. a. ! e mean is 44.9 mph, and the 

standard deviation is 4.7 mph.

 b. about 13 or 14 pitches

 c. Since invnorm (0.1, 44.9, 4.7) = 

38.9 mph, this implies that 10% of 

the pitches from the pitching 

machine were less than or equal to 

38.9 mph.

3. a. normalcdf (2000, 1000000, 2327, 

5145) = 0.525, so expect 52.5% of 

the players to make more than 

two million dollars per year.

 b. approximately 11%

 c. ! ese computations were done 

assuming that the data come from 

a normal distribution, but if you 

make a stem-and-leaf plot of the 

data (rounded to the nearest $100 

thousand), you see that the 

distribution does not look normal 

at all. ! ere is one player whose 

salary is huge compared to the 

others. Consequently, the data do 

not represent a normal distribution.

 d. 

 One obvious thing that is 

unrealistic about this distribution 

is that so much of it is negative! 

Salaries cannot be negative. 

–5000–10000 10000 1500050000

Annual Salary, in Thousands of Dollars

4. Normal distribution computations 

are only appropriate if the data come 

from a distribution that is roughly 

symmetric, unimodal, and mound-

shaped. You have to verify the shape 

of the distribution of the data before 

performing normal computations.

5. Using the calculator directly, you do 

not get to see the z-score of a data 

value, which tells you how many 

standard deviations from the mean 

the data value is.

6. That is needed when the problem 

asks you to estimate the fraction of a 

population that is greater than a 

certain value (but no upper bound is 

given) or less than a certain value 

(but no lower bound is given). 
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Take Me Out to the Ballgame

 7. Below is a stem-and-leaf plot showing the 
distribution of ages, in years, of a random sample 
of 50 professional baseball players. The mean and 
standard deviation of the distribution are, 
respectively, 28.3 years and 5.1 years.
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   Would it be reasonable to use a normal 
distribution model to estimate the proportion of 
professional players who are 20 years old or 
younger? Explain your reasoning.

Use the following information for Items 8–10. 
A math student who worked part-time at a veterinary 
clinic was given permission to examine the files of 11 
adult cat patients and record their weights in pounds. 
These are the weights he recorded:

8.5, 9.1, 9.2, 10.2, 10.5, 11.1, 11.9, 11.9, 12.6, 13.6, 14.3.

 8. Make a graph of the data to see whether it might 
be reasonable to believe that the distribution of 
weights of all cats at this clinic is approximately 
normally distributed. Comment on what 
feature(s) of the graph indicate that a normal 
model is or is not reasonable.

 9. Assuming that a normal model is reasonable, 
about what fraction of cats at this clinic would 
weigh over 15 pounds?

MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
Attend to Precision

 10. Still using a normal model, estimate the range of 
weights that would be centered on the mean and 
encompass about 95% of cat weights.
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ACTIVITY 36 Continued

 7. No. The distribution is not 

symmetric; therefore it is not 

normal. 

 8. Answers will vary; a dot plot, stem 

plot, or histogram is appropriate. 

Possible answer:

2

3

4

1

0

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

C
o
u
n
t

  This graph is not quite symmetric, 

but it is fairly close, and since there 

are only 11 data values, absolute 

symmetry in a sample is not 

expected. These data bunch up 

more in the middle than on the 

ends, and the distribution is 

roughly symmetric, so a normal 

model is reasonable.

 9. 0.023 about 1
44( ) of all cats would 

weigh more than 15 pounds.

 10. The 5% that are not counted must 

be divided between the lower end 

(unusually light cats) and the upper 

end (unusually heavy cats)—2.5% 

on either end: 7.5 pounds and 14.9 

pounds, respectively.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

If students need more practice on the 

concepts in this activity, see the Teacher 

Resources at SpringBoard Digital for 

additional practice problems.
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Part-Time Jobs

Write your answers on notebook paper. 
Show your work.

Lesson 37-1

Following an online article about sunbathing posted 
on a website for teenagers, a poll asked the reader 
whether he or she regularly sunbathes. 81% of those 
who responded clicked on “Yes.”  

 1. In this survey, what is question of interest? 

 2. What is the population that the survey seeks to 
represent?

 3. What is the sample for this survey?

 4. Is the sample representative of the population? Is 
it a simple random sample? 

 5. What bias may be apparent in the survey? 

 6. Describe how the bias in this survey may 
influence the results.

Lesson 37-2

A study was conducted to see whether drinking eight 
glasses of water daily would reduce the risk of catching 
a cold. Forty volunteers who participated in the study 
were randomly assigned to one of two groups. Those 
in one group were told not to change any aspect of 
their daily lives. Those in the other group were 
instructed to drink at least eight glasses of water daily. 
At the end of several months, the proportion of people 
who had caught a cold during that time period was 
significantly lower among those who drank at least 
eight glasses of water than among those who didn’t. 
Since this was a randomized experiment, the 
researchers conducting the experiment thought that 
the only difference between the two groups of subjects 
was their water consumption, and, therefore, that 
drinking eight glasses of water daily can reduce your 
risk of getting a cold. 

 7. Why is this study an experiment as opposed to an 
observational study? 

 8. Describe a method that the researchers could 
have used to randomly assign members to each 
group. 

 9. What was the treatment in this experiment? 
What were the explanatory variable and the 
response variable? 

 10. Critics of the study identified something other 
than drinking water that made the two groups of 
subjects different from one another. What 
confounding variable may have influenced the 
results? 

 11. How could the experiment have been modified to 
eliminate the problem?
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ACTIVITY 37 Continued

ACTIVITY PRACTICE

 1. What is the proportion of teenagers 

who sunbathe regularly?

 2. The population is teenagers, but 

likely not all teenagers in the world. 

Limitations with respect to 

language and exposure to 

technology exist, therefore limiting 

the population to English-speaking, 

relatively affluent teenagers. 

 3. The sample consists of those 

teenagers who responded to the 

survey question.

 4. This is not a simple random sample 

as all teenagers in the population 

are not equally likely to be in the 

sample. Therefore, it is not 

representative of the population. 

 5. Those teenagers in the sample 

chose to be included in the sample, 

so there is voluntary bias evident in 

the sample.

 6. Those who responded to the survey 

were probably not representative of 

teenagers in their sunbathing 

habits. They had finished reading 

an article about sunbathing and 

cared enough to respond to the 

survey, which means that 

sunbathing interests them. So the 

rate among a random sample of 

teenagers would likely be lower 

than 81%. 

 7. One part of the sample is told to 

drink eight glasses of water per day. 

This constitutes a treatment applied 

to some subjects, while others do 

not receive this treatment. 

Therefore, this study is an 

experiment. 

 8. A random selection process using 

names on identical slips of paper, a 

random digits table, or technology 

should be described.

 9. The treatment is drinking eight 

glasses of water per day. The 

explanatory variable is whether or 

not 8 glasses of water were drunk 

each day. The response variable 

is the number of colds suffered 

during the several-month-long 

period of the study. 

 10. Subjects in the group that drank a 

lot of water must have also had to 

use the bathroom more frequently 

during the day, likely washing their 

hands more frequently than those 

subjects who were not drinking 

additional water. Frequent hand 

washing is known to reduce the 

chance of catching a cold.

 11. The subjects in both groups could 

be instructed at the outset to be 

sure to wash their hands at least five 

times a day.
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Part-Time Jobs

Lesson 37-3

For many years it was believed that playing classical 
music for infants was associated with these same 
people being smarter as older children and adults. 
Several early studies seemed to support this idea.

 12. Valentina read one such study that claimed to be 
an observational study, not an experiment. 
Explain how such a study would be designed to 
be an observational study. 

 13. Identify a likely confounding variable in such a 
study, and explain how it could be responsible for 
the apparent association between listening to 
classical music and being smarter.

Bruno considered the classical music theory as well, 
but thought that an experiment would be better suited 
to test this theory.

 14. For such an experiment, identify the question of 
interest, the experimental units, and the 
treatment. 

 15. With the help of a local daycare center, Bruno 
was able to identify 20 parents with infants 
between the age of 1 month and 2 months. 
Describe, in detail, an experiment that would test 
the question of interest. 

MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES 
Reason Abstractly and Quantitatively

 16. Suppose Bruno’s experiment reveals a significant 
increase in intelligence for those children who 
listened to classical music. What limitations may 
exist in the interpretation of the results? 
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ACTIVITY 37 Continued

 12. A population of parents with young 

infants would be identified and data 

would be collected about music 

exposure during the period of 

infancy. Additional data on 

intelligence would then be collected 

later in life for each of these 

subjects, and an association would 

be sought between classical music 

and intelligence. 

 13. Parents who are very concerned 

about the intelligence of their 

babies probably do lots of things to 

try to make them smarter—read to 

them, buy them brain games as 

presents, etc. If they thought that 

playing classical music for them 

would help, they would probably do 

that, too. So the confounding 

variable could be the level of 

concern parents have and the 

overall effort they exert to improve 

their children’s brainpower. 

Listening to classical music might 

have nothing to do with babies 

becoming smarter children, but the 

association is there because those 

same parents did other things to 

increase their children’s intelligence.

 14. The question of interest is whether 

exposure to classical music as an 

infant causes an increase in 

intelligence later in life. The 

experimental units are the infants, 

and the treatment would be 

exposure to classical music. 

 15. Answers will vary, but responses 

should include random selection 

(using an appropriate method) of 

ten infants to receive the treatment, 

with the remainder not receiving the 

treatment. Specific details of the 

treatment must be identified: 

selection, daily duration, and 

volume of music. Additionally, 

length of time of application of 

the treatment—weeks or months—

must be discussed. Then indicators 

of intelligence must be identified 

and measured at various intervals 

over a period of years. 

 16. Since Bruno obtained his 

population with the help of a local 

daycare, it is likely that his subjects 

were from a relatively limited 

population living in the same 

location. Due to common yet 

unmeasured influences on this 

population, his results would be 

limited to just that local population.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

If students need more practice on the 

concepts in this activity, see the Teacher 

Resources at SpringBoard Digital for 

additional practice problems.
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